Devon Dart
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The Devon Dart DAY
quality with a pure new look n
The Devon Dart is our new model for 1984. It's based on
the Devon Moonraker, Britain's best ever selling motor
caravan.
The Dart combines the very best in tradition with ultramodern design.
When we came to the interior we had the help of a top
interior designer. Light and dark grey furniture, matching
carpets and interior lining, and black curtains with a bold
flower pattern were the highly attractive results.
The upholstery is 100% pure wool Darlington Tweed
specially made to our requirements.
The Dart sleeps four, has comfortable, adaptable seats, a
compact kitchen and bags of storage space. The kitchen is
equipped with a spacious fridge and a cooker with two
burners and a grill.

Devon's new Aerospace
Elevating Roof
Every Dart is fitted with our unique and wonderfully roomy
new Aerospace Elevating Roof. It rises easily on four gas
struts. And unlike many motorcaravans the roof can be
opened and shut without getting out of the vehicle.
Full trim and weatherproofing means you're protected
from the weather at all times. For a minimal extra cost you
can have an insulated roof to give you even more
protection. And to protect your wallet the roof's
aerodynamic design helps conserve fuel when closed.
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1. Driver's seat.
2. Passenger seat.
3. Rear-facing seat
(storage under).
4. Extension dining seat.
5. Forward facing seat
(storage under).
6. Table.
7. -Hardwearing fitted
carpet.
8. Daytime storage.
9. Cooker/grill/sink.
10. Refrigerator
1 1 . Deep storage locker.
12. Wardrobe.
13. Large water carrier.
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Double bed.
Wardrobe.
All-round curtains.
Rear facing seat (storage
under).
5. All-over carpet.

WITH NEW AEROSPACE ROOF
Use seporately
for two

Single B e d s / S
or slide
together for
Double Bed
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To complete the new look we put a flash on either side of
Devon Conversions Ltd. Vulcan Works, Water Lane, Exeter, Devon EX2 8BY.
Telephone: 0392 211611. Telex: 42624.
the roof. It doesn't make the Dart go any faster, but it gives it
Trade Descriptions Act 1 9 6 8 . The policy of Devon Conversions Ltd is one of continuous d e v e l o p m e n t , a n d they reserve
www.vwT25camper.info
- a useful website for owners and
enthusiasts of VW T25 / T3 / Vanagon Campervans
a distinctive
appearance.
the right to change specifications a n d prices without notice.

